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jackie managed to kill an expert of the seventh-grade ultimate god-level. The group was overjoyed.

Meanwhile, Helena approached jackie and asked bashfully, “jackie, thank you. If not for your help, I
would’ve died earlier. Moreover, you’ve saved so many people from our Cabello family!”

jackie smiled nonchalantly and said, “You’re being too reserved. We’re all one big family. We should
unite against our enemies.”

“That’s right. This is exactly the time we should be united!” Harry chuckled as he flew over.

He felt his decision to join jackie and company to be the best decision he has ever made. If he did not
follow them and met these disciples of the Bloodshed Clan on his own, then he would have died for
sure.

“Oh, I almost forgot. I have something to tell everyone!” Helena announced to the group as she
suddenly recalled something.

“What is it?”

Seeing Helena’s serious expression, Alejandro and the others flew over in her direction as well.

“I…I saw the people from the Nine Armies. I’m not sure if you’ve heard, but I’ve seen over a dozen of
them!”

Helena thought about it for a moment, then said to jackie’s group with a solemn expression, “Although
we have also gathered several thousand people, there are even more people scattered in this forest
and we don’t know about their situation…”

“You’ve seen over a dozen of them?”

Hearing that, jackie’s expression turned solemn too. He knew the Nine Armies would eventually find
out that they had entered the forest, but he did not expect them to find out so soon.

After some consideration, he finally asked Helena,” Did they not try to attack or kill you after you met
them?”

“They didn’t do that. It happened like this…”

Helena then explained everything she had experienced to jackie and the rest.

After listening to her story, Alejandro looked cluelessly at jackie. “Young Master jackie, what should
we do now? If we leave this forest quickly and train in a secluded spot, I believe it won’t be easy for the
Nine Armies or the Bloodshed Clan to find us, right?”

At that point, Alejandro paused for a moment before continuing, “However, we have more people
scattered within the forest. If we leave now, our safety is ensured in the short term, but we can’t be
sure if the people from the Nine Armies will help the others, or if the Bloodshed Clan will come after
us!”



jackie nodded. “We can’t give up on others. Right now, we can only try our best to find more spirited
grass. The Bloodshed Clan sent quite a number of their disciples in here this time. Some of the
disciples will surely report back to their clan after realizing the situation! The Nine Armies is our best
hope for now. Let’s hope the Nine Armies can help us out! Nevertheless, we need to treasure every
second to get stronger!”

“Yeah. We can’t give up on the other Cabello family members!”.
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